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PART 1: MULTIPLE CHOICE
Mark ONE letter A, B, C or D on your Answer Sheet for questions from 1 to 28.
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct
answer to each of the questions.
Dolphins are highly intelligent, sociable and playful animals. There are 42 species of dolphins and seven species
of porpoises – their close relatives. Most species live in marine waters and in hot and cold climates. A few species, like
the Amazon pink river dolphin, live in freshwater. Dolphins can help keep environment in balance by eating other
animals – mainly fish and squid – and are food for other marine animals like sharks. Scientists also see dolphins as
indicators of the health of our oceans since studying their biology can reveal if there are problems in the environment
like pollution, which are harming them, these problems could be affecting people too.
Dolphins are considered as clever communicators. They can communicate in many different ways including
squeaking, clicking and whistling. Each dolphin has a unique whistle which helps them recognize each other – meaning
whistles work very much like human names. They also use high-pitched clicking sounds for echolocation to help them
navigate and find foods. The clicks hit objects in the water and then bounce back as echoes, which helps dolphins work
out what and where objects are. Despite what some people think, dolphins don’t communicate by smiling when they are
happy. The smile is simply their jaw shape.
Dolphins are extremely powerful animals. Some species can swim up to speeds of 50kph and regularly dive to
depths of up to 55 metres to forage for their favourite foods of fish, squid and crustaceans. They travel and hunt in pods
– groups of just a few, or 30 or more dolphins – and have big territories, which are on average around 100km² and some
ranging up to a massive 400km²; that’s about half as big as New York City. Dolphins spend around 17% of their day
hunting and feeding and 50% travelling around their range.
There are over 3,000 dolphins – mostly bottlenose – in captivity around the world, suffering for people’s
entertainment. Many have been hunted from the wild; others have been bred in captivity. All are forced to live in pools
and tanks many thousands of times smaller than their natural habitat - causing them physical and psychological harm.
They face up to unnatural and stressful interactions with tourists for selfie and swimming experiences and are trained to
perform demeaning tricks.
1: How many species of dolphins and their close relatives are there in the world?
A. Forty-nine
B. Only seven
C. Forty-two
D. Under forty
2: The word forage” in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to________.
A. suffer
B. hunt
C. keep away
D. feed
3: What does the word “some” refer to?
A. species
B. groups
C. pods
D. territories
4: Which of the following is TRUE about dolphins?
A. They often communicate by smiling and use whistling to find foods.
B. Their main diet are marine animals like sharks and squids.
C. They use clicking sounds to communicate, navigate and find foods.
D. They are considered as an indicator of people’s health.
5: What is the main idea of the LAST reading paragraph?
A. Special pools for capturing dolphins
B. Dolphins in captivity
C. Bottlenose dolphins
D. psychological stress in captivity
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions:
6: Our goals are chiefly ______ and preservation of our cultures and traditions for future generations.
A. neglect
B. interference
C. conservation
D. maintenance
7: Choose the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in the following question.
Non-renewable energy comes from sources that have a limited supply, which means it will eventually run out.
A. increasing
B. unavailable
C. infinite
D. alternative
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8: The firemen, to ____________ I am very grateful, have successfully rescue my family from my burning apartment.
A. that
B. who
C. which
D. whom
9: Dentists recommend brushing teeth with a fluoride toothpaste to ______ them from decay.
A. protect
B. defend
C. guard
D. arm
10: Solar parks and wind turbines are installed to release amount of energy, which can be changed ____________
electricity.
A. to
B. into
C. for
D. in
11: Choose the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in the following question.
Factories discharge much of the material that pollutes air and water.
A. form
B. vapour
C. release
D. produce
st
12: Ann Storley and Bailey – her beloved hamster ____________ won 1 prize of Pet competitions have received a 6month worth of food and a prize of 600$ AUD.
A. which
B. 
C. that
D. who
13: Renewable energy comes from naturally occurring sources which are virtually ______, which means it cannot ever
be used up or depleted.
A. inexhaustible
B. disadvantageous
C. unimaginative
D. underdeveloped
14: A new report claims that the HS2 high-speed rail project will ______ and divide hundreds of wildlife sites and
nature reserves, including 108 irreplaceable ancient woodland.
A. preserve
B. distribute
C. maintain
D. devastate
15: Biogas ______ refers to a gas produced by the biological breakdown of organic matter in the absence of oxygen.
A. typically
B. harmfully
C. originally
D. speedily
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in
pronunciation in each of the following questions.
16: A. national
B. aspect
C. tradition
D. gather
17: A. describe
B. pleasant
C. respect
D. consume
Choose the underlined part that needs correction in the following question.
18: Human being is only one small species in the world but they are interfering the rest of the world in a negative
way.
A. interfering
B. of
C. being
D. in
19: Express Money Transmission is becoming a popular service which can help people send and receive money in
the shortest possible time.
A. which
B. Transmission
C. a
D. in
20: National parks, which rare animals are well taken care of, are in need of funds to maintain their resources.
A. are well taken
B. to maintain
C. which
D. in need
21: With my surprise the bar where I met my wife in is still there.
A. is
B. With
C. there
D. where
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three in the position of the primary
stress in each of the following questions.
22: A. secure
B. damage
C. receive
D. transfer
23: A. alternative
B. facility
C. electrical
D. relatively
Read the following passage, and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct word(s)
for each of the blanks.
Geothermal energy is the energy ___(24)___ from beneath the earth. It is clean, sustainable and environmentally
friendly. High temperatures are produced continuously inside the earth’s crust by the slow delay of radioactive particles.
Hot rock present below the earth heats up the water that produces steam. It is a relatively simple matter ___(25)___ that
steam and use it to drive turbines. The rotating turbines ___(26)___ power the generators.
Geothermal energy can be used by a residential unit or on a large scale by an industrial application. It was used
during ancient times for bathing and space heating. ___(27)___ biggest disadvantage with geothermal energy is that it
can only be produced at ___(28)___ sites throughout the world. The largest group of geothermal power plants in the
world is located at The Geysers, a geothermal field in California, United States.
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PART 2: CONTROLLED WRITING
Write your answers clearly in CAPITAL LETTERS on your Answer Sheet for questions from 29 to 40.
WORD FORMATION
Use the word given to FORM A WORD that fits in the gap of each sentence.
29: It is advisable to make full use of alternative sources of energy despite their ____________. (ADVANTAGE)
30: The products were sold out because the price was rather __________ ? (COMPETE)
31: Oxides of Carbon (CO and CO2), coming from combustion of coal, oil and others fuels for energy production and
transport, are one of the four major and dangerous ____________. (POLLUTE)
32: Preventing or _________ bad behavior is more effective than punishing the child. (COURAGE)
33: It is expected that the men’s football team will perform ____________ in the second half of the match.
(SATISFACTION)
34: ____________, scientists have made every effort to preserve sensitive habitats for vulnerable animals and plants.
(FORTUNATE)
KEY WORD TRANSFORMATION
Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given. DO NOT
CHANGE THE WORD GIVEN. You must use between TWO and FIVE words, including the word given.
35: Greenhouse gas emissions from human activities is from burning fossil fuels. Its influence on the global climate is
negative. (EFFECT)
 Greenhouse gas emissions from human activities is from burning fossil fuels ____________ on the global climate.
36: Saigon Central Post Office is located in district 1. It is considered as the Eiffel Post Office in Saigon. (WHICH)
 Saigon Central ____________ as the Eiffel Post Office in Saigon, is located in district 1.
37: Alice was the best employee in my department. She has been voted the most promising new director. (HAVE)
 In my department, Alice was the best ____________ the most promising new director.
38: Nuclear power can be obtained from nuclear reactions. It releases nuclear energy to generate heat. (TO)
 Nuclear power ____________ heat can be obtained from nuclear reactions.
39: Citizens are encouraged to make use of solar power. It is generated from the sun in the form of electric or thermal
energy. (GENERATED)
 Citizens are encouraged to make use of ____________sun in the form of electric or thermal energy.
40: Johnny is a representative from Italy. My boss is in discussion with him about our new project in Taiwan.
(WHOM)
 Johnny is an Italian ____________ discusses our new project in Taiwan.
THE END
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